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     Mission Statement 
The Campbell River and District Association for Community Living 

provides and advocates for local services to support people of all ages 

with special needs, their families and caregivers. 

Philosophy Statement 
The Campbell River and District Association for Community Living’s 

philosophy is based on the fundamental belief that each individual 

and/or family has the right to work toward achieving a quality of 

life that leads to self-fulfillment and meaning. The basic concept that 

guides us is the individual and/or family centered approach. 
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Greetings good people, I hope the fall season finds you well and ready for the holiday season, which is just around 

the corner. But first there is Halloween and when my thoughts went there for good reasons I thought of people in Super 

Hero costumes. You know we could be the Campbell River and District Association for Super Hero’s. When I really 

thought about it our staff is nothing less in my opinion, a league of Super Hero’s. For example the fundraising Committee, 

Michaela L., Debbie G., Emily F., Kevin M., Kathy R. and Maureen H. who have raised $1000 towards the much needed 

wheelchair accessible vans for our programs. In fact these good folks do not even work in the van needed programs. Then 

there is Jo-Anne D. who single-handedly raised $20,000 recently with a grant she authored to the Post Office. There are 

the Super Heroes like Michaela L., Debbie G., Emily F., Kevin M., Kathy R., Hart B., Kari M., Penny C., Tye C., Patrick J., 

AJ S. who weathered the cold and rain at the recent Chili Fest, which in my opinion was a huge success! Many thanks are 

due to these good people. Many thanks are due to all of our staff for their Super Hero values; they believe in core values 

that the people we work for are not broken and do not need fixing, they just need to belong in a community of respect and 

dignity recognizing their abilities. We believe in helping people to help themselves even if they don’t help us back. There is 

intrinsic value in every person.  

A nice compliment from David Hingsburger, a world renowned presenter on values was in town recently presenting 

and visiting his mom who resides at Ironwood Place. He was very complementary to our level of caring. Further it pleases 

me greatly to see to the pioneers of this association both client and founders living and enjoying a life of quality at Iron-

wood Place. 

I attended my first Inclusion BC Board of Directors meeting this weekend. It was a very fruitful experience and I 

expect our association to reap many rewards to be on the inside track. They are long days of heavy conversation and de-

liberation but worth it. I have gleaned much useful information already. I thought you might be interested in their strategic 

goals so I have included:  

 Strategic Goal #1  

 Supports are well funded, readily accessible, personalized, family-driven and anchored in good policy and practice. 

 

 Strategic Goal #2 

 An inclusive publicly funded education system that celebrates diversity, has appropriate supports and re-

 sources and provided equitable access to life-long learning. 

 

 Strategic Goal #3 

 Every British Columbian has the supports they need to live full and meaningful lives with dignity in inclusive and

 accessible communities.  

 

 Strategic Goal #4 

 No British Columbian with a developmental disability lives in poverty. 

 

 Strategic Goal #5 

 There is a vibrant and strong Community Inclusion Movement at the local, provincial and national level. 

 

Have a wonderful fall and holiday season!            

                 Written by: Greg Hill 
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The summer seemed to have passed us by very quickly, and now the Fall, full of beautiful colours is half way over.   

In the CARF department, we’ve now received notice that it’s time to do our re-survey next Spring, so between now and 

December 31, I’ll have to compile the organization’s information and send it off to them, so they can prepare for the 

survey.  They usually send three surveyors for three days to go through our programs, administration, and board gov-

ernance procedures to ensure we are following the multiple Standards set out.  The purpose is to ensure we are 

providing quality programs and services to the people we work for.    

CARF – The Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities  
 

The Administrative section of the Standards Manual is called ASPIRE – the acronym for: 

A – Assess the Environment – Standards on Leadership and Governance 

S – Set the Strategy – the Strategic Plan 

P – Persons Served and other Stakeholders – gather their input as to what they want from the  
                                                                                  organization or program. 
 
I – Implement the Plan – these are the plans that we must have in place on an annual basis in order 
                                             to be accountable to our funders, as well as just business practice – the Plans 
                                             required are: Legal Requirements, Financial Planning, Risk Management, Health 
                                            and Safety, Human Resources, Technology, Rights of Persons Serves, and  
                                            Accessibility. 
 
R – Review the Results – we review what we have done by measuring our successes, and at times where 
                                             we need to improve. 
 
E – Effective Change – we take the results from our review, and set new goals, or plans to be in a 
                                         constant place of improving services to the Persons served. 
 
The Programs in general also have set standards that would be applicable to all of our programs regardless of who they 
provide service to, such as setting program goals to ensure improvement to the program is being sought.  An example 
is Medication Administration –  if a program administers medication, there are certain standards 
that ensure they are administered safely and consistently throughout the organization. 
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The third area are  specific goals depending on what service is being provided.  For example, there are set Standards  
for Employment that would not be applicable to the Residential Programs.   
 
This time around we are blending two different manuals – the Employment and Community Services Manual, as well as 
the Children and Youth Services manual.  The ASPIRE is the same in both manuals, although they become more in-
depth for the individual Standards according to the program. 
 
I have also applied to become a CARF Surveyor, which, with the extra training, and being able to see other organiza-
tions like ours throughout Canada and the United States, I will have the opportunity bring a new perspective of how we 
are doing, and will be able to share various ideas as to how to improve ourselves in the area of quality assurance.   
 
I’ve included CARF’s Value Statement, Mission and Vision.  
 
CORE VALUES: 
 
CARF believes: 

All people have the right to be treated with dignity and respect. 
All people should have access to needed services that achieve optimal outcomes. 
All people should be empowered to exercise  informed choice. 

CARD’s accreditation, research, continuous improvement services, and educational activities are conducted in accord-
ance with these core values and with the utmost integrity.  In addition, CARF is committed to: 

The continuous improvement of both organizational management and service delivery. 
Diversity and cultural competence is in CARF activities and associations. 
Enhancing the involvement of persons served in all of CARF’s activities. 
Persons served being active participants in the development and application of standards of accreditation. 
Enhancing the meaning, value, and relevance of accreditation to persons served. 

 
MISSION: 
 
The mission of CARF is to promote the quality, value, and optimal outcomes of services through a consultative accredi-
tation process and continuous improvement of services that center on enhancing the lives of persons served. 
 
VISION: 
 
Through responsiveness to a dynamic and diverse environment, CARF serves as a catalyst for improving the quality of 
life of the persons served.   
 
 
These remind us all of why we do the job that we do, and bring us back to the grass roots of this organization.  That 
being, respect and dignity for all people.   

Written by: Adrienne Monks 

Continued... 



We’re off to a busy start this fall in the Speech and Language Program. We’re very happy to be starting the therapy year 

with some additional hours for our speech-language assistant, Karen. She is wonderful with our clients and really helps 

us move children from the waitlist into therapy spaces. Our speech-language pathologists have had many opportunities 

for professional development this fall. We’re now excited to get back to our clients and put some of these new ideas to 

work!  We’re also excited to be building a relationship with our new community partner in Gold River – the ‘Children’s 

Health Hub’, which is funded by the Children’s Health Foundation of Vancouver Island. The Hub will be a real source of 

connection between our program and our Gold River clients (both current and future!).  

We’re very pleased to have recently received the news that we will be able to continue our Child-Parent Consultant position 

with ongoing funding from the Children’s Health Foundation of Vancouver Island. This foundation has been taking some ex-

citing new directions with their funding, which has directly benefited our clients and our staff. Our Child Parent Consultant, 

Catherine, has been providing direct service to clients over the past year and we’re looking forward to continuing to grow 

her role with this new funding. Thanks to this role, we’ve also recently had seven staff participate in the Circle of Security 

training in Campbell River. Catherine organized this training in partnership with KDC (Kwakiutl District Council) and other 

community partners. Thanks again to the Children’s Health Foundation of Vancouver Island for making a real difference in 

our community.   

The Early Intervention Programs would like to extend a big, heartfelt thank-you to Justin Holmes for generously donating his 

time and his talent to create a new visual for our programs. Thanks to Karen Holmes and Jo Pollitt as well, for making this hap-

pen! We’re delighted by the result of your collaboration and will be using this visual in our groups and sessions for years to 

come. It’s a reminder to families that “It’s time to play! Let’s put our phones away”. 
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        There have been many news stories in recent months that may be concerning your child.  Here are some ideas in 

supporting your child’s concerns.  

From: PBSparents 

Through Your Child's Eyes 

"Children think about the news very differently from adults. News to kids is not just tragic events or disasters; instead they 

define it to include their entire lives.  

"They also interpret the news in personal ways. For example, when young children watch or listen to news reports about 

crime, bombings, and hurricanes, they may worry about their own safety. Because young children are not able to fully un-

derstand cause and effect and distance, it's hard for them to make distinctions between an immediate threat and one that 

is far away." 

Diane Levin, Ph.D. 

Professor of Education, Wheelock College. Co-Author, The War Play Dilemma 

Talking about the news with kids happens in everyday moments. Children ask questions in the car on the way to school, in 

between pushes on the swings, and just when you're trying to rush out the door. In one breath, they'll ask about a range of 

topics — from the weather to the president to the latest war. And when difficult questions come up, parents wonder how to 

respond.  

To help the conversation along, this article offers flexible suggestions for answering kids' questions about the news. There 

is no script to follow but these strategies can help you tune in to what your child is thinking and feeling and talk it through 

together.  

Start by finding out what your child knows. When a news topic comes up, ask an open-ended question to find out what 

she knows like "What have you heard about it?" This encourages your child to let you know what she is thinking.  

Ask a follow up question. Depending on your child's comments, ask another question to get him thinking, such as "Why 

do you think that happened?" or "What do you think people should do to help?"  

Explain simply. Give children the information they need to know in a way that makes sense to them. At times, a few sen-

tences are enough. "A good analogy is how you might talk about sex," adds Nancy Carlsson-Paige, Ed. D. "You obviously 

wouldn't explain everything to a 5-year-old. Talking about violence and safety is similar."  

Listen and acknowledge. If a child talks about a news event (like a local robbery or kidnapping) and is worried, recognize 

her feeling and comfort her. You might say "I can see you're worried, but you are safe here. Remember how we always 

lock our doors." This acknowledges your child's feelings, helps her feel secure, and encourages her to tell you more.  

Offer reassurance. When a child is exposed to disturbing news, she may worry about her safety. To help her calm down, 

offer specific examples that relate to her environment like, "That hurricane happened far away but we've never had a hurri-

cane where we live." Actions speak louder than words — so show your child how you lock the door if she gets scared by a 

news report about robbers, point out the gutters and storm drains if a hurricane story causes fear, and explain what the 

security guards do at the airport after a story about terrorists.  

Tailor your answer to your child's age. The amount of information children need changes age by age. "A kindergartner 

may feel reassured simply knowing a hurricane is thousands of miles away. An older child may want to know how hurri-

canes could affect the place where he lives and may want to know what is being done to help those in need. Both ages will 

be reassured by doing something to help," notes Jane Katch, M.S.T 
For more information visit www.pbs.org 
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A new therapy year has begun and we are in full swing!  We are excited to have Meghan Cooper, 

Rehabilitation Assistant on board permanently.  She has been getting our equipment in good 

shape, organizing, preparing therapy supplies and has started to see some children for therapy.  

This is a great help to our program and to our community!  We are grateful for the Canada Post 

Foundation for helping fund this position.   

September was a wonderful month with all staff and youth back in the programs. Everyone was excited to 
see each other and share their stories from the summer. The staff planned some really great activities for 
the fall! From the fish hatchery to the pumpkin patch, so many great adventures. A huge thank you to staff 
for their creative well thought out plans! 

We have had some changes at CAS, a few of the participants have switched the days they attend, a new 
program coordinator and a new staff member! Welcome Jody; you are a  great addition to the team!  

Agnes would like to thank everyone who attended her retirement party!  
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The Campbell River Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) Prevention & Awareness Partner-

ship put on our annual FASD Awareness Day in September with over two hundred community 

members attending.   

The day included live entertainment with P Nut Gallery, Kindermusic, and Aboriginal drum-

ming. While children and youth were enjoying Bounce-A-Rama, the Big Trike, Dunk Tank and 

Face Painting, parents were able to connect with some of the many community resource 

booths. A highlight for everyone was the sharing of bannock and strawberries by local elders.  

The committee would like to thank the Community Addictions Dialogue and Action Com-

mittee (CADAC) for the Community Action Awareness Grant awarded to us in support of this 

family fun and awareness event.  The five hundred dollar grant was used specifically towards 

the design and purchase of sport water bottles containing the message “Healthy Communities 

Support Women and their Partners to Avoid Alcohol during Pregnancy”. Two hundred and 

thirty bottles were given out at the event.   

Other opportunities for learning included the FASD fact or fiction game wheel and the ‘FASD 

IS REAL….. SO AM I’ exhibit which was created by those living with FASD. The exhibit featured 

photos and stories of their lives, designed with the goal to empower those living with FASD 

while reducing the stigma associated with the disability.  
“Healthy Communities 

Support Women and their 

Partners to Avoid Alcohol 

during Pregnancy” 
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This quarter has been a busy one.  I have switched over to supervising Shellbourne this quarter.  
I would like to thank all the staff for welcoming me!  I would like to welcome our newest staff member Katelynn 
Jorgensen to the team! 
 
I would like to thank Greg Hill for approving the renovations in moving the office so that the team can run more 
smoothly and effectively in supporting our client.    
 
A few team members of Shellbourne went to the Dave Hingsburger Conference.  All had positive remarks about it.  
One team member stated that “It makes sense now, the changes and ideas you have implemented. The bells are 
ringing in my head”.  Thank you Dave! 
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We had such a fun summer this year! All of our residents went to the Special Woodstock Music Festival at 
Providence Farms in Duncan this August and had a great time. They got to listen to some great music and 
enjoy some of their favourite snacks. Everybody had a wonderful time!  

Three of our residents and staff also got the chance to enjoy two nights at Camp Homewood on Quadra Is-
land. They took part in activities such as archery, horse and carriage rides, nature walks and much more.  

The staff  have been amazing and have done a wonderful job through a busy time of year. We are looking 
forward to growing together as a team!  

Written by: Allan McDonald 



A day in the life of the SIL Program 

The day starts as the first staff arrives, unlocks the door and enters the worksite for the day. If they are not careful and 

leave the door open the first guest of the day will arrive; a little grey cat that likes to frequent the SIL office and sleep in our 

desk chairs, he will need much coaching to leave and will stay all day if permitted. There is also a skinny black lab that has 

wandered in sniffing presumably for a meal , also uninvited, it seems the office exudes welcome or so it is hoped, (there 

was also a large rodent who gnawed on charging cords, he was not welcome). 

 

But let’s back track for a minute, it was a vision shared by all staff that a local office setting would be nice, one that had 

room for people to drop in, have a coffee or visit, a place they would feel welcome and a place they could go to for help, it 

took a while but it seems to have evolved. 

As the first staff in wanders into the kitchen area to put their lunch away they may find that the weekend relief staff has 

left some gifts, fresh apples and tomatoes from their garden, nothing will be wasted as food is offered to anyone who 

drops in and there is plenty on hand in the freezer, unfortunately hunger is a part of some of the clients lives. 

After entertaining the furry friends the staff gets down to business. Of course it’s not long before the phone starts ringing; 

the people served know the routines and they know they can catch someone at the office early so they call. The calls vary, 

is someone coming to shop with me?, I have a doctor appointment can someone help me?, my phone is not working, I 

have an unexpected bill….All this before emails or voice messages have been checked, but that is what we are here for. 

The requests are noted and promises made of return calls once the rest of the team arrives. Of course most of the requests 

are not even people on the schedule for the day; the staffs have many opportunities to be flexible. 

8:45 am messages have been read, voice mails checked, daily whiteboard schedules noted, messages left on staff’s 

desks……then the pitter –patter of feet is heard as the resident toddler in the upstairs suite awakes for the day, there may 

be a visit later as there are toys here for children attached to the people served. Presently there are nine children under 

five with two more on the way so children are a part of our day. 

9:00 am the other SIL staff start to arrive, they check the communication book, whiteboard and any notes left on their 

desks, they make their calls and carry on with the day, extras are fit in and everyone works out the morning 

9:30 am it is quiet again at the office at least for a while, messages have been checked , emails read and answered, phone 

calls made, the last to leave sets out on some errands or maybe a meeting, a hospital visit, or service to someone on their  

caseload. 
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11:30 upon return to the office, there siting on the office step is one of the  homeless clients, hungry and 

wanting access to the office shower. There are clean clothes waiting in the office and something to eat, as well as tow-

els, soap and other shower items, the dirty clothes are left behind to be laundered and a plan is made to receive ser-

vice for the week. This particular person has a dog and the dog knows there are treats here for him and is wagging his 

tail, he is homeless and hungry 

 

The other staff start rolling in from their morning out, sometimes they bring a client back with them who will then join 

in for lunch and a coffee. A  few minutes later someone else turns up, this person just finished working, still confused 

by the new bus schedule and hungry to boot, the request : does anyone know how to make bacon and eggs? A staff 

volunteers to drive this person home and show them how to cook bacon and eggs, not scheduled but becomes part of 

the day. 

 

Then it is off on the next part of the day, more people to see, meetings, shopping, banking, bills, problem solving and 

the odd crisis thrown in to keep everyone on their toes. 

 

Staffs have found a way as a team to turn even the worse day into a good day, the worse crisis into something they 

can eventually laugh about. It is not always easy, three deaths in the past year of long term clients, little reminders 

keep popping up, appointments made that were not canceled, mail arriving etc….talking about it helps. 

 

As the day winds down staff scatter around the office doing their note keeping and talking about the 

next day’s schedule. Stories start to emerge of funny little things that happened in the course of the work day with 

three long term staff and one of four years, there is lots to draw on, but of course everyone has their favorites.  As 

things wind and the first staff leaves for the day laughter can be heard as they head to their car, the remaining team 

members recounting stories, it is a way to debrief before leaving so the day ends on a light note and worries are not 

taken home. As the staff walks out to their car in the alley they may encounter a regular accessing the alley, this client 

a frequent visitor, the staff still at the office will most certainly have a friendly encounter.  

Although many clients in the SIL program face numerous challenges in their daily life, there are also many success sto-

ries, happy endings and new beginnings. The staff can honestly say the best part of their job is working closely with 

the people they serve . 

Continued... 
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It’s been a busy summer for all of Employment Services. 

Congratulations to Eileen and the “CLEAR CUT” lawn mowing crew as another successful season comes to an end.  A ‘BIG’ 

shout out to the whole crew.  Way to “step it up” this season Matt! 

Though it was a hot dry summer Mark and The Boom Board crew were kept busy as orders continued to roll in, and the 

Confidential Paper Shredding crew have been keeping up with increasing demand. 

We would like to say Thank You to Ms. Bev Herperger and the Anchor Inn and Suites for hosting our 3rd annual Employer 

Appreciation Event!  

We would like to acknowledge all of the employers, without you this event would not be possible! 

With a lot of hard work, together with NIEFS, we made it happen. A Job Well Done everyone. Stay tuned for this years’ 

Inclusive Employers Poster.  

April Point Resort and Spa   Little Caesars     Ricky’s All Day Grill   

Badinotti Net Services    Morgan Machine Works    Ross Mountain Farm 

Banners Restaurant    Moxies      Royal Coachman 

Berwick by the Sea    MVP Pub and Restaurant   SoCal Restaurant  

Boston Pizza     M&M Meats     Seymour Pacific Developments 

Campbell River Community Centre  Napa Auto Parts     Shoppers Drug Mart 

Campbell River Food Bank   NIEFS       Skyline Productions 

City of Campbell River    Online Gourmet      Southwood Medical Clinic 

Comfort Inn      Painters Lodge     Starbucks 

CRADACL      Pioneer Home Hardware    TLC Exteriors 

Discovery Speciality     Quality Foods     Thrifty Foods 

Early Intervention Program   Quay West Kitchen and Catering  Transitions            

Great Clips      Real Canadian Superstore   Vancouver Island Regional Library 

Intersport      ReStore      Walmart 

Ironwood Place                   

We would like to thank the following employers in our community for being inclusive employers…. 
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                         Written By: Barry Kerr 

The Rec. & Leisure program has moved into doing the fall activities. The Quinsam Fish Hatchery is a favorite as well as the 

Suspension Bridge. We have a few participants who are taking Sewing for Fun and Singing for Fun from the Community 

Centre. The CR Seniors Centre is sponsoring the Fit for Life program again. This program is an exercise program geared for 

seniors. We are still collecting bottles and cans from Jesmar and the funds we get will be used to 

purchase in house programs this winter as well as the ingredients to make Christmas goodies. 

 

 Everyone at HYPE would like to welcome Frank Barbas to our job developing team, we are looking forward 

to working with him. The Pacific Playgrounds Resort has graciously donated their refundable bottles and cans to 

CRADACL for their fundraising program. HYPE is assisting in the effort by picking up the refundables at the resort 

and bringing them to the recycling depot to sort. The money goes into CRADACL account there. So far we have 

collected $1,345.45 in bottles and cans! Thank you to the hard work of the participants in the HYPE Program. We 

would like to thank the Leisure Program for the use of their van in the summer, this provided an opportunity for us 

to visit Providence Farm in Duncan. Providence Farm is a innovative run farm which has a day program, work ex-

perience, and employment on site for people of all abilities. If you have a chance check it out on line; they have 

a thrift store, a farm store that also has a variety of handmade items. You can also have lunch there, just phone 

ahead for a tour and lunch. Many participants at HYPE are taking advantage of courses at North Island College; 

First Aid, Workplace Safety, and Workplace Expectations. With the new city bus schedule in September, we have 

been busy doing bus training with some of our participants. Thank you Michelle Pesicka for your expertise and 

enthusiasm, we couldn’t have done it without you! Several participants attended Camp Homewood this Fall, eve-

ryone had a wonderful time. Thank you Cheryl Warren for coordinating the camp for us all and for her assistance 

when we needed her, it was much appreciated. HYPE more recently went to Coastal Black Pumpkin Fest, we en-

joyed the wagon ride and hay maze, such a beautiful farm!  
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Please take the time to fill out one of our surveys on our website www.cradacl.bc.ca on Enhancing Services for :  
        Autism 
        Aging Adults 
        Youth/Young Adults 
 
You will see a link ‘Surveys’ on our home page. Choose whichever survey would suit your particular needs. 
 
By filling out this survey, you will help us plan for the next several years what services we need to focus on.  We will be 

using these surveys when we do our next Strategic Plan in the Spring of 

2018. Your time and  input is needed and appreciated.   

River City Chili Fest was a tasty success! We raised 
$1000 for the wheelchair van! A big thank you to 
everyone who came out and helped with the event 
and showed your CRADACL support! 

Next on the fundraising 

agenda is the Great Gatsby 

Gala.  See page 15 for full 

details! 

Chocolate for CRADACL is fundraising with Purdys Chocolatier, just in time for Christmas! 

If you’d like to support us through purchasing some very sweet Christmas gifts for friends, family and yourself, please visit the website 
below! 

 

https://www.purdysgpp.com/370671 

 

After you’ve signed in you can buy our amazing chocolates or invite others to join and support our Fundraising Campaign. 
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Dear Mr. Carraway 

The honour would be entirely mine if you could attend my little party 

Yours sincerely, J Gatsby 
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Painter’s Lodge is offering accommodations at a discounted rate of $109 per night with the purchase of a ticket 



Great Gatsby Gala Fundraiser 

Date: December 2nd , 2017 

Volunteers needed!  

Contact Emily Frizzell if you can help out in any way, 

emily.frizzell@cradacl.bc.ca 

Flu Vaccine Clinic  

Date: Friday November 17th  

Time: 9:30am—11:00 am 

Location: Leisure Program  

Please bring completed ‘Incapable of Giving Informed 

Consent Form’ to the flu vaccine clinic if needed 

Internal 4th Quarter Training Schedule, see CRADACL 

website for schedules. 

Office Closed 

 November 13th—Remembrance Day  

 December  25th & 26th -Christmas Day 

& Boxing Day 

 January 1st—New Years Day 
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CRADACL Winter Party 

Date: Friday December 15th, 2017 

More information to follow 

 

 

We would like to remind everyone of our snow closure 
policy, if School District 72 is closed, we will be closed. 
The best way to check would be on the School District 
72 website or on the local radio. Thank you and drive 
safe!  

http://www.sd72.bc.ca  

http://www.sd72.bc.ca/


If you have an article, picture or would like to say a few words for the next 

newsletter, please contact Emily in Administration. 

 

If you would like to be added to our mailing list, or have it emailed to you, 

please contact Emily Frizzell at emily.frizzell@cradacl.bc.ca.  

 

Links… 

CRADACL:     www.cradacl.bc.ca 

Community Living BC:  www.communitylivingbc.ca 

Inclusion BC:    www.inclusionbc.org 

 

For more links to other organizations, please visit our CRADACL website, 

under the links page. 


